The microrheology of polystyrene sulfonate combs in aqueous solution.
Video particle tracking (VPT) and diffusing wave spectroscopy were used to characterize the microrheology of polystyrene sulfonate combs in aqueous solutions. At low frequencies VPT demonstrated predominantly viscous behavior. The manner in which the viscosity scaled as a function of monomer concentration was a sensitive function of the comb architecture. Densely branched combs or combs with long side chains demonstrated entangled polyelectrolyte scaling above the overlap concentration, whereas sparsely branched combs had unentangled polyelectrolyte scaling. A dynamic scaling model was developed for the viscosity of unentangled semidilute solutions of comb polyelectrolytes. Diffusing wave spectroscopy demonstrated Rouse modes (G' approximately G" approximately omega12) for the high-frequency dynamics of the semidilute comb solutions. The form of the high-frequency viscoelasticity was independent of the chain architecture and the modulus scaled as expected for linear flexible polyelectrolytes.